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Abstract: The exponential growth of social media text information presents a challenging issue in
terms of retrieving valuable information efficiently. Utilizing deep learningmodels, we can automat‑
ically generate keywords that express core content and topics of socialmedia text, thereby facilitating
the retrieval of critical information. However, the performance of deep learning models is limited
by the labeled text data in the social media domain. To address this problem, this paper presents
a hierarchical keyword generation method for low‑resource social media text. Specifically, the text
segment is introduced as a hierarchical unit of social media text to construct a hierarchical model
structure and design a text segment recovery task for self‑supervised training of the model, which
not only improves the ability of the model to extract features from social media text, but also reduces
the dependence of the keyword generation model on the labeled data in the social media domain.
Experimental results from publicly available social media datasets demonstrate that the proposed
method can effectively improve the keyword generation performance even given limited social me‑
dia labeled data. Further discussions demonstrate that the self‑supervised training stage based on
the text segment recovery task indeed benefits themodel in adapting to the social media text domain.

Keywords: keyword generation; social media text; transfer learning; attention mechanism

1. Introduction
Social media has emerged as a prominent platform for online social interaction and

sharing opinions, which has led to an overwhelming volume of text information, leading
to the problem of social media text information overload. The keyword generation tech‑
nology in natural language processing (NLP) can automatically extract text features and
generate the central words or phrases that best reflect the theme of the text, which not only
helps us quickly acquire essential information and better understand the content, but also
can be applied to various downstream NLP tasks, such as document classification [1,2],
recommendation systems [3,4], information retrieval [5,6], text summarization [7,8], text
classification [9], and knowledge graph [10]. Therefore, it is a vital method to alleviate the
problem of text information overload.

Keyword generation research has primarily focused on traditional text, as the tradi‑
tional text has clear text structure and keywords labeled by the author, which can form
large‑scale labeled datasets in the domain [11–13]. In contrast, the number of keyword
generation task datasets of social media text is relatively small. As most of the keyword
generation methods are based on deep learning models and heavily rely on massive and
high‑quality training datasets, the keyword generation task for social media text inevitably
falls under the problem of insufficient training data.

In this paper, we propose a hierarchical keyword generationmethod for low‑resource
socialmedia text (HKG),which leverages transfer learning technology to reduce the depen‑
dence of the keyword generation model on labeled data in the social media text domain.
Specifically, a self‑supervised text segment recovery task is added to the “Pre‑training and
Fine‑tuning” process of the model training, and a hierarchical model structure is proposed
based on the Transformer model [14] for the characteristics of social media text.
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The hierarchical model encodes text semantics and hierarchical information by the
attention mechanism that acts on text segments and the entire text, respectively, and then
selects significant text segments to generate keywords through a selection block. The text
segment recovery task first filters significant text segments through the hierarchical en‑
coder and selection block of the model, then deletes text segments from the original text
with a certain probability, and finally trains the model to recover the processed text to
the original text, aiming to help the keyword generation model adapt to the target social
media domain.

Comparative experiments and ablation experiments on public datasets demonstrate
that HKG can effectively improve the low‑resource keyword generation performance for
social media text.

2. Related Work
Early research on keyword generation focused on extracting keywords from text, and

it is a challenge to generate keywords that do not exist in the original text. In 2014, Cho
et al. [15] proposed the sequence to sequence (Seq2Seq) model based on a recurrent neural
network, which greatly promotes the development of natural language generation tasks
and points the way to the development of stagnant keyword generation research.

The first to generate keywords based on the Seq2Seqmodel was the CopyRNNmodel
proposed by Meng et al. [11], which uses a bidirectional gated recurrent unit network to
generate keywords for academic text. In order to reflect the theme of the original text and
avoid generating semantically repetitive keywords, Chen et al. [16] proposed a CorrRNN
model that imposes constraints when generating keywords. Zhang et al. [17] applied atten‑
tion, replication, and coverage mechanisms to the Seq2Seq model. Chen et al. [18] utilized
the title of the text to guide the model while generating keywords, all of which improved
the accuracy of keyword generation to a certain extent. Wang et al. [19] proposed TAKG,
the first keyword generating model for social media text, utilizing corpus level latent topic
representation to enrich the contextual representation of input obtained using the encoder.
After that, Kim et al. [20] proposed a method for expanding missing related phrases from
existing keywords to increase context, and Yang et al. [21] solved the problem of dispersed
social media text information through graph convolutional networks.

In recent years, some research used transfer methods to reduce the dependence of
keyword generation methods based on the Seq2Seq model on labeled data. Ye et al. [22]
proposed twomethods: the first uses unsupervisedmethods to “label” unlabeled data and
mixes it with labeled data as training data. The second only trains the decoder, while the
encoder is trained by other tasks. Wang et al. [23] proposed a topic‑based adversarial neu‑
ral network that uses adversarial transfer learning methods to learn transferable knowl‑
edge across domains and assist in keyword extraction in the target domain. The most
widely used transfer method in the NLP is the “Pre‑training and Fine‑tuning” method.
Guo et al. [24] proposed using a large corpus to pre‑train the encoder, fine‑tune it using
specific datasets, and add multi‑task training during the fine‑tuning stage to improve the
accuracy of the model. Sun et al. [25] proposed JointKPE, an open domain key phrase
extraction architecture based on a pre‑trained language model that can capture local and
global information when extracting key phrases. Due to the lack of labeled data in the so‑
cial media text domain, HKG also adopts the “Pre‑training and Fine‑tuning” method, but
adds a self‑supervised training stage based on the text segment recovery task, which helps
the model adapt to the social media text domain.

In addition, HKG builds a hierarchical model structure for the sparse features of so‑
cial media text. Some studies also propose the concept of hierarchical model structure.
Ref. [26] proposes a hierarchical encoder for movie scripts to concatenate each scene’s ac‑
tion, dialogue, and scene‑level character embeddings into a single scene embedding using
recurrent units. Ref. [27] obtained hierarchy‑aware text representation for hierarchical text
classification using BERT and Graphormer. Ref. [28] used the bidirectional Transformer
encoder at the sentence‑level and the document‑level Transformer encoder to extend the
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self‑attention mechanism to long‑form text modeling. However, the hierarchical structure
of HKG is based on a novel fixed‑length hierarchical unit—a text segment, which we pro‑
pose for social media text, encoding the textual information with hierarchical information
by masking the attention mechanism.

In conclusion, HKG is specifically designed for social media text that synthesizes two
perspectives of model structure and model training method to generate keywords.

3. Method
3.1. Problem Formulation

The keyword generation task is defined as automatically generating one or more key‑
words that express the topic information of a given text. If the text is represented by a text
sequence and its corresponding one or more keywords are characterized by a keyword se‑
quence, then a set of text sequences and their keyword sequences of size N are formulated
as {(xi,yi)}

N
i=1, where xi = {xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,n} denotes the i‑th text sequence containing

n tokens and yi = {yi,1, yi,2, . . . , yi,m} denotes the keyword sequence corresponding to xi
containing m tokens.

3.2. Architecture
Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the HKG.

Figure 1. The overall architecture of the HKG.

The upper half is a hierarchical keyword generation model based on the Transformer,
which is divided into a hierarchical encoder, a selection block, and a decoder. We define
a text segment consisting of l tokens as a hierarchical unit of social media text. The hierar‑
chical encoder encodes textual information with hierarchical information by applying the
attentionmechanism to the entire text and text segments. The selection block calculates the
weights of text segments based on the text feature vectors obtained from the hierarchical
encoder and then records significant text segments. The decoder generates keywords with
text feature vectors and significant text segment records.

The lower half is the sample set used at different training stages of the model. The
whole training stage is divided into the pre‑training stage of the traditional text domain
Ds, the self‑supervised fine‑tuning stage of the socialmedia domain Dt, and the supervised
fine‑tuning stage of social media domain Dt. The training sets used are the labeled sample
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set {(xs,ys)} of Ds, the unlabeled sample set
{(
xt)} of Dt, and the labeled sample set{(

xt,yt)} of Dt.

3.3. Data Preprocessing
Before the text sequence x and the keyword sequence y are input into the model, the

text sequence x needs to be divided into a text segments sequence xsep consisting of multi‑
ple text segments of fixed length l using the separator “<sep>” and the keyword sequence
ysep is obtained by inserting the separator “<sep>” between tokens belonging to different
keywords of the keyword sequence y.

3.4. Hierarchical Encoder
As the model structure is based on the Transformer, the attention mechanism [14]

is applied to encode input sequences and generate prediction sequences. The attention
mechanism takesK,Q, and V as inputs, calculates attention weights throughQ andK, and
then acts on V to obtain the weighted output vector Z.

Z =WV (1)

W = so f tmax

(
QKT
√

dk
+M

)
(2)

where dk is the dimension of K,W is the attention weight matrix,M is the attention weight
masking matrix, andM[i][j] = 0 means that the vector at position i can obtain information
about the vector at position j, otherwiseM[i][j] = in f .

The hierarchical encoder applies the attention mechanism, respectively, on the entire
text and text segments to encode textual hierarchy and context information.

The embedding Ex of the input text segments sequence xsep is obtained by adding the
content embedding, position embedding, and segment embedding. The inputQx, Kx, and
Vx for the attention mechanism of the hierarchical encoder are obtained through matrix
calculation using Ex. For each text segment sequence xsep, we define the corresponding
attention weight masking matrixMx.

Mx[0][j] =
{

0, i f xsep[j] ̸= “< SEP >”
−in f , i f xsep[j] = “< SEP >”

(3)

Mx[i][j] =
{

0, i f
(
xsep[i] in SEGs

)
and

(
xsep[j] in SEGs

)
−in f , i f

(
xsep[i] in SEGs

)
and

(
xsep[j] not in SEGs

) , i = 1 ∼
∣∣xsep

∣∣ (4)

where SEGs =
{
< sep >, xs

1, , xs
2, . . . , xs

l } is the s‑th text segment with length l in the xsep.
Based on the segment that each token in the xsep belongs to, we assign a value to Mx to
mask the corresponding position.

After multiple calculations using the attentionmechanism and other neural networks,
the encoder outputs the text feature vector H =

{
H<sos>,H<sep>1

,Hx1 ,Hx2 , . . . ,H<eos>
}
,

whereH<sos> represents the entire text, integrating the information of tokens in the x, and
H<sep>s

represents the s‑th text segment, integrating the information of tokens in the SEGs.

3.5. Selection Block
The selection block filters out significant text segments by calculating the difference

between the feature vector representing the text segments and the feature vector represent‑
ing the entire text.

Firstly, we calculate the importance of each text segment relative to the entire text to
obtain the weighted vector d.

di = dis
(
H<sos>,H<sep>i

)
(5)
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d = so f tmax(d1, d2, . . . , dns) (6)

where dis is a vector distance calculation function, di denotes the difference betweenH<sep>i
andH<sos>, and ns =

⌊(∣∣xsep
∣∣− 1

)
/(l + 1)

⌋
denotes the number of text segments in the xsep.

Then, we select the most significant k text segments based on d, and record whether a
text segment is significant using the text segment flag vector f = ( f lag1, f lag2, · · · , f lagi).

f lagi =

{
True, di in topk(d)

False, di not in topk(d) (7)

where topk(d) represents the top k elements in d sorted from largest to smallest. The hyper‑
parameter k is associated with the length l of a text segment, and we conduct experiments
on the optimal combinations of k and l in Section 4.4.3.

3.6. Decoder
The decoder utilizes significant text segment feature vectors to generate correspond‑

ing keywords, enabling the keyword generation model to focus on more important infor‑
mation. The embedding Ey of the input keyword sequence ysep is obtained by adding the
content embedding, position embedding, and keyword embedding, and then encoding to
the weighted output vector Zy.

The attention mechanism of the decoder while generating the keywords is computed
with inputQz obtained from the Zy by matrix computation, and Kh and Vh obtained from
the H bymatrix computation. For each H, we define the corresponding attention weight
masking matrixMh based on the text segment flag vector f.

Mh[i : i + l + 1] =
{

0, i f f[i] is True
−in f , i f f[i] is False

,

i = 1, 1 + 1 ∗ (l + 1), 1 + 2 ∗ (l + 1), . . . , 1 + ⌈
(∣∣xsep

∣∣− 1
)
/(l + 1)⌉ ∗ (l + 1)

(8)

where i is the positional index of the character “<sep>” in the xsep.
The decoder outputs the predicted distribution ŷ on the vocabulary of keywords,

ŷ ∈ R|ysep |×do , and do is the size of output vocabulary.

3.7. Training
In order to achieve better keyword generation results and avoid the need for themodel

to learn knowledge from scratch in the target domain, we train the hierarchical keyword
generation model to learn in the traditional text domain with large‑scale labeled data, and
then migrate the knowledge to the low‑resource social media text domain. At the fine‑
tuning stage of the model training, we design a self‑supervised text segment recovery task,
which is derived from the method of generating keywords in low‑resource domains pro‑
posed by Wu et al. [29], which proves that based on filtering out the essential phrases in
the text, destroying the text and then recovering it can effectively improve the training per‑
formance of keyword generation model. The model training based on the text segment
recovery task is shown in Algorithm 1.

First, the text sequence xt is preprocessed to the text segment sequence xt
sep. Then,

the xt
sep is input into the hierarchical encoder to obtain the text feature vector H, and the H

is used to define the text segment flag vector f by calculating the importance of each text
segment relative to the entire text in the selection block. Next, we process xt

sep based on f to
obtain a corrupted text sequence xt

del . Specifically, if the text segment flag corresponding to
a text segment SEG is True, the significant text segment is deleted from xt

sep with the prob‑
ability p1, otherwise it is deleted with the probability of p2. Finally, the xt

del is input to the
hierarchical encoder and the xt

sep is input to the decoder, guiding the model to recover the
xt

del into x
t
sep, which helps the hierarchical keyword generation model to be better adapted
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to the social media text domain, and lays the foundation for the subsequent supervised
fine‑tuning of the labeled sample set.

Algorithm 1 Self‑supervised training based on the text segment recovery task

Input: Unlabeled sample set in the social media text domain
{(
xt

i
)}

      Hierarchical keyword generation model M
1 for k = 1 ∼ epoch do
2   for i = 1 ∼ N do
3      xt

i—>xt
i_SEP

4      xt
i_SEP—>M.encoder—>H

5      H—>M.Selection block—>f
6      for (j,SEG) in xt

i_SEP do
7         random probability p
8         if fj is True do
9           if p < p1 then xt

i_del = xt
iSEP

− SEG
10         else do
11           if p < p2, then xt

i_del = xt
iSEP

− SEG
12      end
13      

(
xt

i_del , x
t
i_SEP

)
—>M—>ŷt

i

14      loss = −∑n
i=1 x

t
i_SEP log ŷt

i
15      loss backward and optimizer step
16   end
17 end

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets

For the traditional text domain dataset, we use the “News2016zh” dataset provided
by Xu et al. [30], which includes approximately 2.5 million Chinese news articles. For the
social media text domain dataset, we use the “Weibo” dataset of approximately 40K Chi‑
nese posts provided by Wang et al. [19]. Since the “News2016zh” dataset contains a lot
of noisy data, we use the jieba [31] tokenizer to process the samples, and then filter the
samples using a stopword list [32], removing meaningless numbers, URLs, and special
symbols. The samples in the “Weibo” dataset have already been basically processed using
its collectors, so we only use the same stopword list [32] to filter the samples, and finally
retain the samples with a text length of at least five. In addition, if the difference between
the two datasets for transfer learning is too significant, it will negatively impact the exper‑
imental results. So, we exclude the samples that are too long in the “News2016zh” dataset
according to the statistics of the “Weibo” dataset.

The statistics of the datasets are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The statistics of the datasets.

Dataset News2016zh Weibo

Size 147,456 38,505

Text length
max 65 101
min 5 5
avg 21.39 20.70

Keyword length
max 29 36
min 1 1
avg 8.45 2.76

Number of keywords
max 12 9
min 1 1
avg 1.45 1.06
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At the pre‑training stage, we used the “News2016zh” dataset with a training set size
of 131,072 and a validation set size of 16,384. At the fine‑tuning and test stages, we used
the “Weibo” dataset. For self‑supervised fine‑tuning, the training set size is 24,208 and the
validation set size is 3297. For supervised fine‑tuning, the maximum training set size is
10,000 and the maximum validation set size is 1000. The test set size is 1300.

4.2. Evaluation
We used the Rouge, which is commonly used in text generation tasks, and the metric

F1@1, which is commonly used for evaluating keyword generation method, as the metrics
formodel evaluation. F1@K [19] compares the first K keywords generatedwith the ground‑
truth keywords to compute the F1 score.

In order to validate the performance of the HKG, several keyword generation models
are selected as baselines.

• TF‑IDF [33]: A commonly used unsupervised keyword extraction method that evalu‑
ates the importance of words or phrases in a text prediction database based on
their frequency.

• TextRank [34]: A graph‑based sorting algorithm that constructs a graphnetwork based
on the semantic relationships between words in text.

• TAKG [19]: A Seq2Seq model for social media text keyword generation tasks, which
utilizes the topic information of the text to assist in keyword generation tasks [19].

• Transformer [14]: a Seq2Seq model based on a multi‑head self‑attention mechanism
that performs well on several text generation‑like tasks.

• BART [35]: A large‑scale pre‑trained languagemodel based on theTransformermodel,
which can greatly improve the performance of downstream text generation tasks.

TF‑IDF and TextRank are unsupervisedmethods used to compare the performance of
keyword extraction and keyword generation methods, which we implement using
jieba [31]. TAKG is specifically designed for social media text, and Transformer is the
basic architecture of the HKG model, used to compare the performance when solving the
problem of dispersed information for social media text, and to observe the advantages
of HKG’s transfer learning‑based model training strategy. For TAKG, we use the model
released by its authors [36], and for Transformer, we implement the model using the trans‑
former module of the torch package. BART is a model based on transfer learning and
the Transformer structure like HKG for comparing keyword generation capabilities when
labeled data is limited. We fine‑tune a pre‑trained Chinese BART model to generate key‑
words [37]. Because [26–28] are models specifically designed for other NLP tasks, HKG
will not be compared with them.

4.3. Implementation Details
For all keyword generation models based on the Transformer structure, we set the

embedding layer dimension to 512, the number of self‑attention heads to 8, the number
of encoder and decoder layers to 6, the encoder and decoder layer dimensions to 512, and
the feedforward neural network dimension to 2048. Based on the statistics of datasets, the
maximum length of the text sequence input into the model is set to 64 and the maximum
length of the keyword sequence is set to 24, with the excess being truncated. We use the
Gelu function as the activation function, and the Euclidean distance calculation formula as
the vector distance calculation function dis.

We trained allmodels using theAdamoptimizer, with a gradient clipping threshold of
0.2, and initializedmodel parameters using Xavier. At the pre‑training stage, the batch size
was 128 and the learning rate was 2 × 10−4. At the self‑supervised fine‑tuning stage, the
batch size was 32 and the learning rate was 5 × 10−5. At the supervised fine‑tuning stage,
the batch sizewas 64 and the learning ratewas 1× 10−4. We used Python 3.8.8, Anaconda3,
and Pytorch1.10.2, and all models were trained on NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti.
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4.4. Results and Analysis
4.4.1. Comparative Experiments

As shown in Table 2, we compared our proposed method HKG with the baselines
on the “Weibo” dataset, and HKG outperformed the prior best model BART in all met‑
rics by 0.44 point (Rouge‑1), 1.12 points (Rouge‑2), 1.03 points (Rouge‑L), and 0.81 point
(F1@1), respectively.

Table 2. Performance comparison of various models/methods.

Model Rouge‑1 Rouge‑2 Rouge‑L F1@1

TF‑IDF 2.36 0.64 2.12 2.36
TextRank 1.72 0.27 1.14 1.72
TAKG ‑ ‑ ‑ 21.57

Transformer 27.72 15.73 27.63 21.79
BART 32.34 20.70 30.09 26.36
HKG 32.78 21.82 31.12 27.20

Among all the models/methods, the two unsupervised methods, TF‑IDF and Tex‑
tRank, perform theworst because they cannot generate absent keywords. The two Seq2Seq‑
based models, TAKG and Transformer, perform better than the unsupervised methods.
However, they need to be trained from scratch, and their performance on the same magni‑
tude of the training dataset is worse than that of BART and HKG using transfer learning
technology. In addition, HKG filters text information, which can help the model pay more
attention to important information when generating keywords. Compared with BART,
which is also based on transfer learning technology and the Transformer model, there is a
slight improvement for HKG on Rouge‑1, and HKG performs better on Rouge‑2, Rouge‑
L, and F1@1, as the adequately trained models all perform well in generating individual
tokens that correspond to keywords, while the HKG method is better at generating fluent
keyword sequences and complete keywords. Table 3 further compares the performance of
BART and HKG with different resource richness.

Table 3. Performance comparison of BART andHKGwith different resource richness. (‘0’, ‘1 K’, and
‘10 K’ represent the size of the social media text domain labeled dataset.).

Model
Rouge‑1 Rouge‑2 Rouge‑L F1@1

0 1 K 10 K 0 1 K 10 K 0 1 K 10 K 0 1 K 10 K

BART 30.9 30.9 32.3 16.2 16.4 20.7 27.4 27.7 30.1 19.0 19.2 26.4
HKG 31.1 31.2 32.8 17.9 18.0 21.8 29.3 29.5 31.1 22.7 23.1 27.2

It can be seen that both HKG and BART perform closely on Rouge‑1 with different
sizes of labeled data training sets as Rouge‑1 focuses on evaluating the model’s ability
to generate individual tokens of keywords, which pre‑trained models have basically ac‑
quired. When fine‑tuning the keyword generation models using only a 1K‑sized labeled
data training set, the BART model performs worse, especially on the Rouge‑2, Rouge‑L,
and F1@1 metrics, due to the lack of textual fluency and coherence of the generated key‑
word sequences, and the better performance of the HKG should be attributed to the fact
that it has learned the hierarchical information of text when generating keywords. Also,
when using a 10K‑sized labeled data training set, it can be seen that the HKG method ba‑
sically performs better. In conclusion, HKG is more suitable for the low‑resource social
media text domain.

4.4.2. Ablation Experiments
The training process of the keyword generation model can be divided into a pre‑

training stage, a self‑supervised fine‑tuning stage, and a supervised fine‑tuning stage.
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Table 4 shows the results of model performance at different training stages. Although
there is a significant difference between the traditional text dataset “News2016zh” and the
social media text dataset “Weibo”, the model with only supervised pre‑training still has ac‑
ceptable performance as the “News2016zh” has a rich corpus. The model with supervised
fine‑tuning performs worst as the social media text dataset size is relatively small. As for
the self‑supervised fine‑tuning stage, it is evident that adding this training stage to the
“Pre‑training and Fine‑tuning” process with the text segment recovery task can effectively
help the keyword generation model adapt to the target social media text domain.

Table 4. Performance of different model training stages. (“
√
” indicates that the model was trained

at this stage and “×” indicates that the model was not trained at this stage.).

Training Stage
Rouge‑1 Rouge‑2 Rouge‑L F1@1Pre‑

Training
Self‑Supervised
Fine‑Tuning

Supervised
Fine‑Tuning

√
× × 30.77 13.29 19.87 15.38

× ×
√

14.60 8.34 14.24 12.87√
×

√
31.24 20.27 29.91 25.21√ √ √
32.78 21.82 31.12 27.20

4.4.3. Model Hyperparameter Experiments
We use several settings of the length l of text segments and the number k of signif‑

icant text segments to explore the effect on the hierarchical keyword generation model’s
performance, as shown in Figure 2. From the result, the length of the text segment l has
a more significant impact on HKG’s performance. When l is set too small, less informa‑
tion is contained in each text segment, and the critical information is likely to be filtered
out while selecting text segments, which may lead to a lack of fluency and coherence in
the generated keyword sequences. When l is set too long, the model’s performance shows
little difference in filtering different numbers of significant text segments. When l = 6,
the information contained in a text segment is relatively complete and coherent, so when
k = 2, most of the critical information in the text sequence is retained, and the redundant
irrelevant information is filtered, obtaining the best keyword generation performance.

Figure 2. Performance comparison (F1@1 scores) of different text segment lengths and number of
important text segments settings.

4.4.4. Case Study on the Real Social Media Platform
On Sina Weibo, a popular social media platform in China, if a Weibo post is labeled

with a suitable topic tag, it will be easier to classify and search. According to the keywords
generated from Weibo post content, corresponding topic tags can be attached to Weibo
posts, which affects the popularity of Weibo, as shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. A case of generated topic tags for a Weibo post.

Weibo Post: 马航客机失联接近两星期，中国未有停止搜索行动。中国国防部新闻发言人表示，军方将根据马方
提供的最新信息及前一阶段搜寻情况继续保持足够的搜寻兵力，配合卫星和雷达扩大搜寻范围，加
大搜救力度。 (The Malaysia passenger plane lost contact for nearly two weeks, and China has not
stopped its search operations. A spokesperson for the Ministry of National Defense of China states
that the military will continue to maintain sufficient search forces based on the latest information
provided by the Malaysian side and the previous stage of search, cooperate with satellites and
radar to expand the search range, and increase search and rescue efforts.)

BART: #马航客机失联# (#Malaysia Passenger Plane Lost Contact#)
HKG: #马航飞机失联# (#Malaysia Airplane Lost Contact#)

In this case, for the same Weibo, the keyword generated using the BART directly
corresponds to the noun “客机 (passenger plane)” in the Weibo, while the HKG uses the
more widely expressed noun “飞机 (airplane)”. However, the topic tag “#马航客机失联#
(#Malaysia Passenger Plane Lost Contact#)” has 223 thousand discussions, and “#马航客机
失联# (#Malaysia Passenger Plane Lost Contact#)” has 3 million 823 thousand discussions,
which means the public will choose the more widely expressed noun “飞机 (airplane)”
when discussing the event. The topic tags generated using HKG can bring more popular‑
ity to Weibo posts.

5. Conclusions
This paper focuses on generating keywords for low‑resource social media text based

on transfer learning technology. While fine‑tuning, a self‑supervised text segment recov‑
ery task is designed to help the keyword generationmodel adapt to the target social media
text domain, and a hierarchical model structure is proposed based on the characteristics
of social media text. Experiments on actual social media datasets have demonstrated that
our proposedmethod can effectively improve the keyword generation performance of low‑
resource socialmedia text. As a next step, wewill further improve our keyword generation
method, taking into account the theme, hot words, and contextual information of social
media text.
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